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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Alan Bauer
I hope you are all enjoying the start of a very nice summer. We certainly are here in the Northeast
where we have just escaped from a record breaking winter, both for snowfall and cold temperatures.
Let me take this opportunity to again welcome our two new Officers – Robert Lauer, who is creating
this his first newsletter and Randy Frank, who is our new Vice-President.
In this “Corner” I would like to bring everyone up to speed on the development of our new SHP
website. We are totally revamping the look-and-feel of the website and making many new features
available to members. The technology platform that we are using will also allow us to make
enhancements that will give our members more opportunities to interact with our Officers and each
other. Here is where we are today. We are wrapping up the development of the site and are now
reviewing it with all of the Officers. Soon we will be ready for all of the members to see the site. We
will send out a notification in August and open up the new site to Members only. We would like to
give our members an opportunity to see the site and provide feedback before opening it up to the
general public in September. One of the advantages of our new technology platform is that it is
relatively easy to make changes, so we encourage you to provide feedback and we will make every
effort to incorporate your suggestions into the site. Our goal with the new website is to improve our
ability to have members involved in contributing content.
Some of the new features of your website that we would like you to see are:
1) Member Pages – you can customize your member page and add collecting interests,
background information and a picture of yourself, if you would like;
2) Journals – we are in the process of putting previous newsletters on the website – this is an
ongoing process and will continue through the year;
3) Stamp Q&A – this is a new part of the site that will allow for member interaction and
hopefully provide much interesting discussion;
4) Publications and Articles – we will be updating this section throughout the year, and much
more frequently going forward, as well as including member contributions;
5) Stamp Pages – we are in the process of adding more stamp images to this section; and
6) Auctions – these listings are improved and will contain more history.
In the future, we will be adding other features that will enhance the site and provide opportunities to
attract new members. Some of these are:
1) making the auctions online;
2) creating stamp catalogs from the “Stamp Pages” section;
3) developing an on-line Marketplace for members to post and trade stamps; and
4) creating an e-newsletter for those who would like an electronic version of our Newsletter.
These are just some of the ideas that came from the survey and members suggestions. We would love
to hear more.
Finally, I would like to ask you all to send us your email addresses, so that we can update our records.
This will allow us send you email updates when the website is available for you to see. Please send
your email address to Greg at - g_gessell@hotmail.com
and myself at –
alan.bauer@hungarianphilately.org
Thank you very much and ………………… Happy stamping …… Alan
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UPDATE TO NEW YORK 2016
WORLD PHILATELIC EXHIBITION, NEW YORK, NY.
MAY 28 - JUNE 4, 2016, JAVITS CENTER
by Robert Morgan
It is less than a year away to this once-in-a-decade philatelic
extravaganza. If you have attended one of these World Stamp
Shows before, you know the feeling of being in a collectors' 'candy
store'. If you have not yet experienced such an event, it is strongly
recommended to plan attending this one. I guarantee that you'll
never forget it!
Our Society's Booth #1374 will be a convenient place for collector
friends to meet and exchange experiences. It will also be the place
for sources of information. If you'd like to help out with 'manning'
the booth please email Alan Bauer alan@hungarianstamps.com
SHP will have its annual meeting on May 30th (Monday) 1-3 pm in Room 1E16, Hall 'E'. Plans are
made for special presentations. We will greet our visitors from Hungary, our members from Canada
and every part of the USA.
The New York 2016 organizers will have a list of hotels offering special rates for visitors. At this
writing that list has not been released yet but was indicated for sometime in June. The latest news
releases can be viewed www.ny2016.org.
Make your plans! See you in New York!


INTRODUCING OUR NEW VICE-PRESIDENT

by Randy Frank
Hello SHP Members. I became a member of the SHP in 1991 when I was invited to join by Dick
Major. We were biding together in the early Hungarofila and Profila auctions. My interest in
Hungarian philately is focused on the Scout stamp issues. At the 1992 World Columbian show, I
started my exhibiting career with a one frame, non-competitive display of Gödöllő’s 1933 World
Jamboree. Thanks to help and encouragement from Bob Morgan, this ultimately became a gold
medal exhibit. This is my second tour of duty as your Vice-President. I briefly served under the
capable leadership of Alan Hoover. Alan and I also served together on the staff of the 2005 US
National Boy Scout Jamboree. I hope you are benefiting as much from your SHP membership as I
am!
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WELCOME
Welcome to our newest members: Bert Nussbaum of Boynton Beach, FL and Johan Sevenhuijsen
of Schiedam in the Netherlands. While not yet formally a member, Johan has been a frequent
contributor to the pages of The News over the years. His contributions include: “Hungarian Town
Names in Slovak Cancels” (Vol.43,#3), “Hungarian Cancels without Crowns” (Vol.44,#4), “A Rare
Backwater” (Vol.45,#2), “Hungarian Language Maimed in Slovak Cancels” and “Cancels Used in
Predmurje 1919-1921” together with Henk Buitenkamp (Vol.45,#4). Great to see that he is now
officially a member of the SHP!


THE INITIAL RAMBLINGS OF YOUR NEW EDITOR
by Robert Lauer
As my first act as the new Editor of this august publication, I would like to
personally thank Csaba for what he is bequeathing to me. The newsletter that
Csaba has put together year after year is nothing short of awesome. There is not a
one that I have not read practically cover to cover. It is always packed with
interesting reading, much of it from Csaba’s own pen (so to speak). I also find
myself going back to past issues of The News again and again in the course of
working on my own collection, which is why I am thrilled with the proposal to put
back issues of the newsletter up on the web-site for the reference of members.
Now, while az Elnӧk (Alan Bauer) did put a brief introduction to your new Editor in the last issue of
The News, I suspect that you are all still wondering who is this guy from Canada that has the temerity
to attempt to fill Csaba Kohalmi’s size 18 shoes. Well, I was born in Edmonton, Alberta, grew up in
Toronto, Ontario, the financial capital of the country, and moved to Ottawa, the nation’s capital, in
1983 to do a Master’s degree in International Affairs, and never left. (To adapt a joke about
Washington, D.C., Ottawa is bounded by the Ottawa River on the north and reality on the other 3
sides.) I have just retired from a 30 year career with the Canadian Federal Government; the first three
with the Department of Natural Resources and the last 27 with the Department of Aboriginal Affairs
and Northern Development, working in the Northern side of the department which regulates the
development of natural resources in Canada’s 3 northern territories (which are on the same latitude as
the non-panhandle part of Alaska).
Like many of us, I started collecting stamps, naturally of my native Canada, as a child (this nerdy
little kid was absolutely ecstatic to find a mint 1930 “Grand Pré” under the Christmas tree one year).
In my teens, I became intensely interested in Russian history in an effort to understand the origins of
Communism and the Cold War that defined the world as I knew it. This, in turn, led me into
collecting old Russian stamps; the Imperial issues are absolutely beautiful and the period from the
revolutions up to the creation of the USSR postal system in 1923 is delightfully complicated by the
competing jurisdictions and local issues of the civil war, many of which have been counterfeited, as
well as being compounded by a really good hyperinflation. (Hmmm… does this sound at all familiar
to the Hungarian collector?) In the late 1990’s and early part of this century, I frequently found
myself in Belgium on business (by this time most of the mineral production of Canada’s northern
territories was, and still is, diamonds, most of which are sold through Antwerp, Belgium, the centre of
the world’s rough diamond market). It did not take long for the history, geography and the esthetics
of the stamps of this delightful little country to suck me into collecting the stamps of Belgium and its
colonies.
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How did I come to collect Hungarian Stamps? Good question. I have no ethnographical connection
to Hungary at all; my German ancestors left the Saarland after the 1870 Franco-Prussian War, rightly
figuring that it would not be the last time France and Germany took a swing at each other and they
were not thrilled with the prospect of being stuck in the middle again. The rest of my ancestry is a
mixture of Scottish highland clearance victims and a “Heinz 57” mixture that had been on the North
American continent so long as to have lost any ethnic identification.
However, I have always had, for some reason, a more than passing interest in Hungarian history. The
Revolution of 1848, the establishment of the Dual Monarchy as the ultimate resolution of that
conflict, the Treaty of Trianon, the only Soviet Republic with any staying power outside of Russia,
Hungary’s role during the Second World War, the Revolution of 1956 – all of this is really interesting
stuff.
So when my eldest daughter suggested Transylvania as a summer holiday destination (“What?!?!?!”
“Well, I’ve been reading some travelogues and it sounds like a cool place”; the kid is as much of a
nerd as her old man), I wound up spending some time in parts of the old Kingdom of Hungary as well
as a few days in Budapest. Flipping through old postcards in an antique shop in Brasso, I could feel
myself on a slippery slope to adding old Hungarian stamps to my collecting interests; I just didn’t
know how slippery the slope was.
Now, by inclination, I have always been a collector of stamps, rather than postal history. What
normally turns my crank is variations in papers, watermarks, perforations, stamp types, overprints,
surcharges, plate flaws and the challenges of distinguishing counterfeit from genuine. So, you can
imagine my delight as I started to explore the intricacies of the two 1871 issues, the various envelope
issues and the Turul series. Having purchased a copy of Chris Brainard’s “Catalog of Hungarian
Occupation Issues, 1918-1921” from him on-line, starting to collect the occupation overprints had me
sliding down the slippery slope with the same giddy excitement as a kid on a toboggan run.
However, the really steep part of the slippery slope was joining this outfit. I stumbled across the SHP
website one day on the web, and despite having collected stamps for decades, I had never joined any
philatelic organization. I remember being slightly intimidated by the request on the application form
for “philatelic references”. (What’s a “philatelic reference”? I don’t have any of those – what if my
application gets rejected?) Undeterred, I flipped Greg Gessell an e-mail inquiring about membership
and a more friendly and welcoming point of first contact for the SHP would be difficult to imagine.
“Ahhhh… but I digress”, as one of my university history professors was fond of saying; back to the
slippery slope. Chris Brainard’s book also introduced me to the world of the “Pošta Československá
1919” overprints, as well as those of Nagyvárad and Koloszvár, which are actually Romanian issues,
and together with Alan Soble’s infectious enthusiasm for all things related to the use of “survivor
cancels” in the lost territories, I now find myself collecting Czechoslovakia to 1939, Romania from
1915 to 1930 and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (Yugoslavia to 1929) as well. Once
collecting Czechoslovakia, it was only a matter of time before I was sucked backwards in time into
collecting the stamps of the Austrian portion of the Habsburg Empire.
While I have joined a number of international philatelic societies since, if I had to choose only one
membership to keep, it would be my SHP membership and without a second’s hesitation. The SHP
has broadened my philatelic horizons unlike any other organization. All of my trading partners,
outside of those in my home-town stamp club, the Ottawa Philatelic Society, I have met through the
SHP, and Csaba has always been there to answer my arcane, if sometimes naive, questions about any
aspect of Hungarian philately.
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So, when az Elnӧk approached me to asked if I would be interested in taking over the position of the
Editor of The News, it was an opportunity to give something back to an organization which has done
so much for my enjoyment of philately. My sense of public service got the better of my fear of the
impossibility of filling Csaba’s size 18 shoes (mine are only size 11). It would be difficult enough to
measure up to the standards set by our past Editor, if I had his decades of collecting experience, his
depth of philatelic knowledge, and his fluency in Hungarian, but alas, I have none of these. My
knowledge of Hungarian is defined by applying some common sense to the results (frequently
incoherent) of Google Translate, ergo somewhere between nil and the square root of nothing. My
knowledge of modern Hungarian philately is not much deeper; at the moment, my Hungarian
collection only runs to 1925 - the end of the fillér-Korona era. Moreover, I have never put together a
publication like this before, so I have a bit of a learning curve on this front too. All I ask from my
fellow members is a bit of patience as I stumble into and initially flail around in this new position.
While my lack of knowledge of Hungarian is not as easily rectifiable, expanding my Hungarian
collection forward in time is going to be one of my summer projects. At the mere mention that I was
thinking of “modernizing” my Hungarian collection, my buddies at the Ottawa Philatelic Society
started dumping collections on me to go though. (“That’s the stuff with “Magyar Posta” on it, right?
I have a whole stock book of that at home. I’ll bring it in for you next week.”) As I have started
looking through this material, and the various catalogues that I have, I am finding a wealth of post1926 stuff that is really interesting from the both the philatelic and historical perspectives, as well as
being aesthetically very attractive. I might as well warn you now; you are all going to be subjected to
the results of my voyage of discovery into modern Hungarian philately.
Just to make things a little more complicated for my first issue of The News, az Elnӧk and I decided
that we would do a colour version of The News for posting on the website and then convert it to
black & white for printing. We discussed printing this issue entirely in colour, but concluded that the
cost would be too expensive and outside to the budget approved by the Board. We also looked a
doing part colour/ part black & white, but the physical production aspects of this route would have
left our publisher with the task of assembling and stapling by hand the 2 print runs (one colour; one
black & white) for each copy of The News, a less than satisfactory proposition. In the end, we opted
for a colour version for the website and a black & white printed version of the issue.
From my own very narrow personal perspective, I would love to see The News printed entirely in
colour; colour and different shades of colour are so integral to the discussion of so many aspects of
philately. The Stamps of Hungary, the quarterly journal of the Hungarian Philatelic Society of Great
Britain, is published entirely in colour and is a very attractive publication. Other philatelic
publications to which I subscribe, Czechout, the publication of the Czechoslovak Philatelic Society
of Great Britain and the journal of the Austria Philatelic Society (US), are also in colour. However,
based upon the costing from our current printer, printing The News entirely in colour is not
financially sustainable given the current membership dues structure of the SHP. So there are a couple
of options I can think of that we may want to consider as a society, in addition to the status quo of
mailing a black & white version of The News and having a colour copy on the website: having
different subscription rates for members who want to receive a physical copy vs. being sent an
electronic copy; and raising membership dues to support printing the entire newsletter in colour. If
anyone has any thoughts on this, or any other ideas, please e-mail me or any of the Officers and
Directors of the SHP listed on the inside front cover. We would love to hear from the general
membership on this issue.
Finally, before signing off, I would like to thank Csaba, Johan and Alan Soble for their contributions
to this my first edition of The News. I would also like thank Paul de Leeuw van Weenen and Jan
Jaap de Weerd for the articles that they have submitted and which will appear in subsequent issues of
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The News. For those of you who have not submitted an article for The News, have a look through
your collections for something unusual, send me a scan and write a short piece on it; it doesn’t have
to be long or complicated. For those of you who have put together award winning exhibits, how
about putting together a few pages from those exhibits for The News? For those of you just starting to
exhibit, how about testing out your ideas in an article for The News? If you’re not sure about how to
go about this, or whether something makes sense for an article, send me an e-mail with the idea or
even a rough draft and I’ll be more than happy give you a helping hand with it. For those of you who
are regular contributors to The News, keep those articles coming!!


LETTER TO THE PREVIOUS EDITOR
Csaba:
I really enjoyed your article “Freak Perforations Make This Item Unique”. It has definitely piqued
my interest in looking for plate flaws to include in my “modernized” Hungarian collection.
Robert Lauer
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I just received the January–March 2015 issue of The News (46:1) containing Alan’s article on various
"Zonbi" cancels, etc. A discussion of what exactly constitutes a "Zonbi" in Alan’s view would be
interesting.
But the reason I write is one specific cancel Alan included in
his article. It is the Miskolcz cancel on a Hradcany stamp,
cancelled May 20th 1919 and illustrated in Figure 1 to the left.
This date is exactly right and shows the cancel to be a
legitimate use. By that time (and for only a few weeks or even
days) Czech troops had occupied Hungarian territory around
and to the north of Miskolcz in their war with the Red Army
troops of the Hungarian Tanács Köztársaság. It is well
documented that the civil postal service was taken over and
provided with Czechoslovakian stamps at the time. The used
stamps illustrating this are extremely rare!
Figure 1: A light red 10h imperforate
Hradčany (Czechoslovakia Scott #3)
cancelled at Miskolcz 919 MÁJ 20 N9.

I think that this episode warrants a separate article about the use
of Czechoslovakian stamps in occupied Hungary. I could
contribute pictures of a few field post cards from the
Czechoslovakian army sent from Hungarian territory and one used stamp from my own collection and
a few scans of letters that were sold for prices above my means (at that time).
Alan, thanks for showing the Miskolcz cancel (and for the rest of the more or less incongruous things
you showed)!
Johan Sevenhuijsen
I would love to see an article in The News on the use of the Hradčany and other Czechoslovakian postal items
in occupied northern Hungary after the Armistice in late 1918. – Ed.
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1953 NÉPSTADION – PEOPLE’S STADIUM
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
The building of this massive sport arena was heralded as a crowning achievement of Rákosi’s first
Five Year Plan. The stadium was to replace the bourgeoisie horse race track with an establishment
that every worker/peasant of the People’s Republic could attend soccer/football matches for a few
forints. (Yes, discounted tickets were sold for the standing-room-only section.) Back in the early
1950s, excavating and moving earth was a work for the migrant kubikus workforce whose tools of the
trade included a wooden wheelbarrow, a shovel, and, maybe, a pickax. (The Hungarian word’s origin
is from the German word kubikmeter designating a cubic meter of excavated dirt.) In my childhood, I
saw columns of kubikus workers pass through the village of Piszke going to their next jobsite.

Moving the earth m

Above and left: Moving the earth
manually: "kubikus" laborers in action.

Over sixty years later, the stadium has since been renamed Puskás Stadion in honor of
Hungary’s renowned footballer, Ferenc Puskás, who passed away in 2006 (see my article "Ferenc
Puskás (1927-2006)" in the January–March 2007 issue of The News [38:1, pp. 25–26]). Now, the
stadium is structurally obsolete, so it is undergoing a total reconstruction. A report, illustrated with
pictures from the Magyar Nemzet Online (MNO; mno.hu), inspired me to compose this article.
Left: Stamp from 1953
issued for the opening of
the People’s Stadium on
20 August 1953 (Scott
C127, MBK 1389).
Right: The stamp (Scott
C128; MBK 1400)
supposedly picturing Puskás
in action. It was overprinted
to celebrate Hungary’s 6:3
win over England.
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Left: Ferenc Puskás in action in 1981.

I watched two soccer games in the stadium in my lifetime.
The first was in 1956; the second, in 1981. My 1981
experience was wonderful and pitiful at the same time. On
the positive side, Ferenc Puskás came back home to
Hungary for the first time since 1956 and played with old
teammates as a warmup to the Hungary-England World
Cup qualifier game. Despite his barrel-like physique, he
entertained the capacity crowd by scoring from a diving
header. The international match ended in Hungary’s loss to
England by a score of 1 to 3. On the negative side, after the
game, the crowd, me included, stumbled its way out of the
edifice through unlit, crumbling hallways and stairways.
The stadium should have been red-tagged by any local or
national agency monitoring public health and safety as
unsafe!
Back to my motivation for this article: during the years that the stadium was under construction, my
father worked as a marble polisher in Piszke (see my article, "Piszke (Lábatlan 2), Fifty-seven Years
Later," in the April–June 2013 issue of The News [44:2, pp. 2–64]). I remember his complaints about
having to work unpaid overtime on Sundays (the normal workweek in Communist Hungary was 46–
48 hours, meaning that workers got only one full day off [Sunday] every week) in order to "help"
build the People’s Stadium. Having been to the edifice a couple of times, I always wondered where
the slabs of marble that he polished ended up. Wonder no more: the MNO article was illustrated with
pictures. [http://mno.hu/kereses/?ujkeres=1&search_txtf=nepstadion&search_ btn, for example. –
Ed.]
The government officials’ viewing stand was located in the middle of the stadium in line with
the halfway line of the soccer field. The stand was built with reinforced concrete capable of
withstanding a direct grenade attack. Openings on either side of the tribunal were manned by state
security personnel (Állam Védelmi Hatóság = AVH, the dreaded secret police of the communist
state) armed with machine guns.
Below: A recent picture of the government official’s tribune (in the middle of the lower level). In the 1950s, the rectangular
openings on either side contained secret police machine gun nests.
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The next picture shows the inside room behind the government reviewing stand. It is reputed
to be in original condition. The floor is covered with the red limestone mined from the Gerecse
Mountains and polished at the Piszke marble processing plant. I felt the presence of my father’s work
looking at the picture.

Above: Reception room located behind the government officials’ reviewing stand. The marble flooring was cut and polished
in Piszke.



1918 HUNGARIAN AIRMAIL: MORE ON THE SO-CALLED KALMÁR COVERS
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
Simon Barb analyzed these covers (Figure 1) in his article "1918 Airmail Covers" published in the
October-December 2008 issue of The News (39:4, pp. 3–6). I am reproducing the two illustrations
used in his article. (Sorry, I have only the grayscale copies of the pictures.)

Figure1:1:Two
Twoofofthe
thesix
sixairmail
airmailcovers
coversshown
shownby(on
pp. 5–6)
byThese
Simonillustrations
Barb in hisare
article
"1918
Figure
Simon
Barb.
on pp.
5–6.
Airmail Covers." These two are addressed to Helene Kalmár.
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Both of Simon’s supposedly flown covers are dated 7 July 1918. The canceller is the proper
"Budapest 4 L.L.z." device. Each cover is addressed in the same penmanship to Frl (Fraulein) Helene
Kalmár in Vienna. Her address is given as Sandwirtgasse 8 located in the city’s VIth district. The
covers bear manuscript markings added by the postal clerk to tally up the daily letter volume. Simon
noted that the stamps were meticulously aligned on the envelope, something that is not common with
other, genuine covers.
Are these fakes? You bettcha! I’m willing to stick my neck out on this conclusion. [Ed. – Barb did
not "pronounce [his] view as to the genuineness of these covers"; p. 6.]
In the past year, I acquired two Kalmár covers (Figure 2 and Figure 6), one with a Budapest
"posting" and one supposedly sent from Vienna. Maybe I’m a bit crazy (compulsive?) because I paid
good money for each cover just so that I could make a point here.

Figure2:2:Budapest-Wien
Budapest-to-Vienna
(Wien)
Figure
Kalmár
cover.
Kalmár cover.

The cover in Figure 2, from Budapest to Vienna, is marked with the serial number "330" and a "60"
in blue crayon. The purpose of the blue marking is unknown. The canceller is the usual "Budapest 4
L.L.z." device, but the day of the month is not legible. In a bone fide cancel, the letter "J" is shorter
than the "UL." In this case, the "J" is the same height (contrast Figure 3 and Figure 5). The "J" is also
the same height as the other letters of "JUL" on Simon’s covers. The backstamp (Figure 4) indicates
arrival on 7 July, so I am assuming that the Budapest cancels were intended to show the 7 July date,
the same as on Simon’s covers. On this example, the backstamp was poorly forged; only the top half
of the inscription shows. Perhaps this was an early example of the forger’s work and he later
improved on his "product."

Figure 3: Note the poorly struck
"Budapest 4 L.L.z." cancels as well as the
uniform height of the letters in "JUL."
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Left, Figure 4: Enlargement of the poorly forged "Flugpost Wien 1"
backstamp (Figure 2). Right, Figure 5: The "J" in "JUL" is shorter
than the other two letters in this genuine "4 L.L.z." cancellation. And,
why wasn’t the "Repülő Posta IND" device used on 16 July? See Victor
Berecz’s explanation about the confusion regarding the use of the new
device in The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail, chap. 3, p. 50.

My second Kalmár cover (see Figure 6), from Vienna to Budapest, bears Helene Kalmár's
return address. Because my knowledge of Austrian cancellations is minimal, I can’t pass judgment on
how successful the forger was in creating the purple Vienna cancellation on the stamps. However, the
"Flugpost Wien 1" strike looks real good! (Figures 7a and 7b.) On this cover, the dead giveaway
about its forged nature is the backstamp: "Repülő Posta ÉRK Budapest 918 Jul 11. N 9." This
cancellation was not in use on 11 July! The special Repülő Posta IND [dispatch] and ÉRK [arrival]
devices were put into service only on 16 July (see Victor G. Berecz, Jr., The Pioneer Period of
Hungarian Airmail [1996], chap. 3, p. 49). Conclusion: the forger got it wrong and made detecting
the forgery so much easier!

Figure 6: Vienna (10. VII. 18) to Budapest (wrong
918 JUL 11 date) Kalmár cover.
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Far left, Figure 7a: Enlargement of the
stamps and the purple "Wien 55 4a" cancel,
on the cover shown in Figure 6.
Left, Figure 7b: Enlargement of the
"Flugpost Wien 1" cancellation (from the
cover in Figure 6, left).
Below left, Figure 8a: Enlargement of the
mistakenly used "Repülő Posta ÉRK
Budapest" cancel dated 11 July 1918.
Below right, Figure 8b: A genuine "Repülő
Posta ÉRK" strike from 20 July 1918. Note
how well the forger was able to duplicate it
(except for the day flub).

Simon and I observed a recent listing on eBay of another 7 July 1918 flight cover (see Figures 9a and
9b). This item appears to have been addressed, in the same Kalmár handwriting, to a "Herrn Sigmund Körner" in Vienna. The stamps are cancelled with a much clearer impresssion of the "Budapest
4 L.L.z." device dated the same as the other Kalmár covers.The time of day (N 11) is also identical.
The reverse side of the
envelope also has a clear strike
of the "Flugpost Wien 1"
canceller from 7 July. But the
"J" in "JUL" on the Budapest
strikes
is the same height as the other
letters, revealing a forgery. The
only thing we can add to the
story is that eventually, the
forger produced a better
looking product. Note the
presence of the numbers "62" in
blue crayon and the "939" in
pencil. Clever, but it's still a
forgery. Caveat emptor.
Figure 9a: Another Budapest-toVienna 918 JUL 7 cover.
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Figure 9b: Back of the
Budapest-to-Vienna
918 JUL 7 cover shown
in Figure 9a.



UNDERPAID COVERS AND VERTEL’S PARLIAMENT
by Alan Soble
I.

TWO 1961 INTERNATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION ISSUES

On 23 June 1961, Hungary issued a set of four stamps (Figure 1a) to advertise and celebrate the
Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás (International Stamp Exhibition) to be held in Budapest in the coming
period, September 23–October 3. The stamps depict, from top to bottom, the Hungarian flag (without
a communist or any other kind of shield in the middle),1 an orchid, a butterfly, and a goldfinch with a
partially red head bearing only a small number of yellow feathers. The designer was Vertel József.
On 19 August 1961, Hungary issued a second set of four stamps (Figure 1b) to advertise the
Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás, which would begin five weeks later. These stamps were also designed by
Vertel, had the same denominations, and again displayed a flag, orchid, butterfly, and bird.
There are, however, two major differences between the sets. One difference is the color of the
background behind the main illustrations; in the first set the background is silver, in the second set the
background is gold. The second difference is in the upper-left inscriptions on the 1 Ft and 3 Ft
stamps. In the silver set, the inscription "Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás" is on all four stamps. In the
gold set, the 3 Ft is inscribed "F.I.P. Kongresszus" (Fédération Internationale de Philatélie Congress)
instead of "Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás," and the 1 Ft is inscribed (surprise!) "90 ÉVES A MAGYAR
BÉLYEG." Subtracting 90 years from 1961 yields 1871, the year of issue of the Ferencz József
lithographs. (Magyar katalógus begins Hungary's stamp history with the seven 1867 definitives.)
In both sets, the 1 Ft stamp identifies the exhibition building as the Műcsarnok ("Hall of Art"), while
the three other denominations are inscribed "Budapest 1961" under the building. Both the Műcsarnok
and the Szépművészeti Múzeum (the Museum of Fine Arts) are located in Hősök Tere (Heroes'
Square). The façade of the Műcsarnok contains six columns, as shown on these eight stamps; the
center façade of the Szépművészeti is composed of eight columns.2
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The illustrations on the three highest denominations are identified and labeled vertically on the right
margin of the stamp, in scientific Latin, while there is no identification on the 1 Ft stamp, which
displays the Hungarian flag and, underneath, a small drawing of the Parliament (which I discuss
below). Magyar katalógus includes the description "Magyar lobogó." Note that the color of the
denomination numeral on each stamp matches the color of the left third of the stamp.

Figure 1a.
1a. [Left]
[Left] The
The first
first Hungarian
Hungarian set,
set, four
four silver
silver stamps,
stamps, issued
issued in
in 1961
1961 (June)
(June) to
to advertise
advertise the
the Nemzetközi
Nemzetközi
Figure
Bélyegkiállítás
(International
Stamp
Exhibition)
to
be
held
three
months
later
in
Budapest;
Magyar
éyleg
Katalógus
1823–
Bélyegkiállítás (International Stamp Exhibition) to be held three months later in Budapest; Magyar Béyleg
Katalógus
1826,
Scott 1392–1395.
The stamps
are denominated
1 Ft, 1,70
2,60Ft,Ft,2,60
andFt,
3 Ft.
1b. [Right]
The second
1823–1826,
Scott 1392–1395.
The stamps
are denominated
1 Ft,Ft,1,70
andFigure
3 Ft. Figure
1b. [Right]
The
Hungarian
set, set,
fourfour
goldgold
stamps,
issued
in 1961
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to advertise
the the
Budapest
Nemzetközi
Bélyegkiállítás
second
Hungarian
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Budapest
Nemzetközi
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MBK
1841–1844,
Sc.
1396–1399.
(International Stamp Exhibition); MBK 1841–1844, Sc. 1396–1399.
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The history of the underpaid (underfranked) Vertel covers, as far as their existence concerns
me (as opposed to underpaid Vertel covers sent to other people), is a brief sequence of three stages,
numbered below. The stages involve only three covers and include several types of deception, not the
least of which were my own disingenuous attempts to manipulate a thief to continue his thievery.

Figure 2. The first (#1) Vertel envelope
(cropped) I received from Csömör (small
town on the NE edge of Budapest), which I
sent on to Csaba Kohalmi. The cover is
cancelled "11- 27." Both stamps are the 1,70
Ft from the silver set, MBK 1824, Sc. 1393.

Figure 3. The second (#2) underpaid Vertel
cover (both images cropped) I received from
Csömör, cancelled 29 December 2014. The
stamp on the left is the 1,70 Ft silver MBK
1824, Sc. 1393; the stamp on the right is the
1,70 Ft gold MBK 1842, Sc. 1397. (In his
article, Csaba identified both stamps as Sc.
1397.) The bottom image is a close-up of the
top image to exhibit "Csömör."

On 22 November 2014 I ordered from a dealer in Hungary, on eBay, the 1998 Art Nouveau
(Secession) pottery set (MBK 4442–4445, Sc. 3602–3605). I had ordered many times before from
this dealer and never noticed anything strange about the envelopes in which my purchases arrived.
Nor did I notice anything unusual about this cover, posted 27 November 2014, except that it was
franked with two 1,70 Ft Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás stamps from 1961 that were designed by Vertel
József (Figure 2). Knowing that Vertel and Csaba Kohalmi were relatives, I thought Csaba would
like to have this cover, so I sent it to him. He surprised me by reporting back that the cover was
unusual because it was underpaid, the two silver 1,70 Ft stamps (1 Ft and 70 fillér, but no comma)
masquerading as a whopping 340 Ft.
At that time I could only speculate that the deed was not done accidentally or unintentionally but
deliberately, maliciously, or pathologically. I wondered, then, whether the dealer would pull the same
stunt in quick succession. Moreover, I decided that I would like to have a Vertel underpaid cover in
my own small "criminals-of-philately" collection (a subset in my zonbi album). So I ordered a few
stamps and souvenir sheets that I thought my daughter Ráhel would appreciate (some were Vertels),
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and I asked the dealer to frank the envelope with stamps designed by Vertel, giving as the reason for
my request the untruth (i.e., a big fat lie) that I collect stamps that he designed. 3 I placed the order on
22 December 2014; the order was posted to me on 29 December from Csömör. The envelope I
received (#2) was franked with two 1,70 Ft Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás stamps from 1961 (Figure 3).
I jumped for joy; my adolescent philatelically-inspired prank succeeded. This time I kept the cover, in
a sleeve, and sent scanned images to Csaba. He used the scans of this cover (#2; Figure 3) in his
article on this topic in his last issue of The News.4 Notice that the pair of stamps on cover #2,
cancelled 29 December 2014, includes one silver and one gold stamp – an attractive couple.
Yearning for a larger catch and fueled by my recent success, on 26 January 2015 I placed an order
with the same dealer, purchasing the silver and gold sets of the 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás
issues. (There's nothing like spicing things up with a dash of irony.) I made another request, in a
devious attempt (look, I'm going to Hell anyway) to get the dealer to use the 2,40 Ft stamp, either
silver or gold, which would be a real prize – the only other stamp in these sets that could be used in
"defrauding" the post (Csaba's accurate language). Indeed, in this round of the match I did not rely on
my Vertel rationale, but asked outright, shamelessly, that the 2,40 Ft be used. The dealer's cover was
cancelled 29 January 2015 and arrived soon thereafter. I was immediately disappointed to see that on
the front of the envelope were two 20 Ft propaganda stamps from 2009, enticing kiddies not into
KISZ but into bourgeois stamp collecting (Figure 4).5 But sharp me, adding 20 Ft + 20 Ft to get only
40 Ft, flipped the cover over faster than a palacsinta and was relieved to encounter more pilfering,
although not the pilfering for which I was hoping. What franked the back side of cover #3 were two
more 1,70 Ft silver Vertel stamps (Figure 5).6

Figure 4. Front side of cover #3, cancelled Csömör, 29 January 2015, franked with two 20 Ft 2009 Magyarország
comic stamps.
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Figure 5. Back of cover #3, with two 1,70 Ft 1961 silver Vertel stamps, MBK 1824, Sc. 1393, used as 340 Ft on 2015-0129 in Csömör. The black numerals and deep red in this figure (see also Figure 3, bottom left) are artifacts of the scanner
settings I had to use in order to capture an otherwise vanishing cancel.

II.

A LEGITIMATE VERTEL COVER

Soon after conceiving this essay, I stumbled across on eBay a Buy-It-Now/Make-an-Offer cover
among the items being sold by the dealer Mayfair. I thought: I have seen, now, three illegitimate uses
of the 1961 Vertel Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás stamps; how pleasant and reassuring it would be to
possess from the '60s a legitimate, no-shenanigans use. Mayfair had one for sale (Figure 6). I bought
it, although it is atypical. The stamp, from the silver printing, was used at the right time, cancelled 4
November [19]61. But it is not a single-use cover for which 1,70 Ft was exactly the right amount.
That's obvious, from the registration and air mail etiquettes, the New York address, and the NOV 9
1961 Flushing N.Y. arriving strike.

Figure 6. Front of a cover
sent (airmail, registered)
from Budapest to Flushing,
N.Y., cancelled 61 XI 4,
franked with the silver
1,70 Ft Nemzetközi
Bélyegkiállítás stamp,
MBK 1824, Sc. 1393. See
Figure 7 for the other side.
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Figure 7. Back of the
Figure 6 cover, franked
with MBK 1854, 1856,
1858, 1859 (Sc. 1419,
1421, 1423, 1424). The
NOV 13 1961 East Orange
N.J. arriving strike is later
than the NOV 9 1961
strike in Flushing N.Y., the
actual destination.

The back of the Figure 6 cover is shown in Figure 7. Most of the postage fee from Budapest
to Flushing was paid by four different stamps, the 30f, 60f, 1,70 Ft, and 2 Ft from the "Gyógy- És
Ipari Növények" (Medicinal and Industrial Plants) set of seven stamps issued 4 November 1961 –
which makes this item a first-day cover for 4/7 of the set. These stamps (the entire set is MBK 1853–
1860; Sc. 1418–1425) were also designed by Vertel József. Indeed, the 1,70 Ft (without a comma)
from the Plants set is the only denomination exploitable by a Hungarian postal thief. It looks much
like the 1,70 Ft from the 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás set, except that the seven in the Plants set
does not have that little horizontal line through it. (See Figure 8.)

Figure 8. Left: "170" Ft on the silver Vertel 1861
Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás stamp, MBK 1824, Sc. 1393.
Right: "170" Ft on a Vertel Plants stamp, MBK 1858, Sc.
1423.

III. "VERTEL" VARIATIONS
The Black Book mentions, about the silver Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás issue, that sometimes the
surname (family name) of the artist, Vertel, does not appear exactly as "VERTEL." 7 I did not find any
variations in the appearance of this name on my copies of the 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás issue,
but I did find variations on some of the Plants stamps, also designed by Vertel. In Figure 9, the image
on the top is from a loose MNH copy of the 60f (MBK 1856, Sc. 1421) in the Plants set; the image on
the bottom is from the back of the cover in Figure 7. Compare the names of the designer. In the
"VERTEL" in the bottom image, both the "T" and "L" seem underinked or otherwise malformed;
also, the "F" at the end of "JÓZSEF" seems misshapen. I don't know how consistent the variations are
on these issues, and I wonder whether similar variations of "VERTEL" or "JÓZSEF" appear on other
stamps that he designed.
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Figure 9. Two copies (cropped) of the 60f stamp (MBK 1856; Sc. 1421) in the Vertel Plants set. Top: an image from a
MNH copy of the stamp. Bottom: the used stamp from Figure 7 (with a "BU" cancel). Note especially the different "L"
V. VERTEL'S PARLIAMENT
letters.

The Parliament building in Budapest, situated on the east bank of the Danube, is marvelous, a
masterpiece of architecture. However, the Parliament image drawn by Vertel that appears below the
Hungarian flag on the 1 Ft stamp (Figure 10), in both the silver and gold Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás
sets, is so different from typical philatelic portrayals of this extraordinary building (e.g., Vertel's own
sparkling 1983 rendition; MBK 3573, Sc. 2783), and so contrary to the majesty and history of the
building, that the stamp becomes, from the perspective of a critical philatelist, nearly, although not
totally, a zonbi. One possibility that occurred to me was that Vertel is here slyly exhibiting the
subversive side of his artistic and political temperament, just as the engraver Czesław Słania did right
under the eyes of Poland's Communism.8 Vertel, on this hypothesis, sneakily injected a faint,
suggestive image of the Crown of St. Stephen, a postal persona non grata, onto a Hungarian
Communist stamp by using a series of nonexistent vertical spaces across the length of the building to
give the impression of the crown's large gemstones.9
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Figure 10. Silver 1 Ft stamp in the 1961
Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás set, MBK 1823,
Sc. 1392. The six vertical spaces between
the seven chunks of the Parliament building
do not exist; look at a photo of the building
from Buda, across the Danube:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3
ABudapest%2C_Parliament_(6785000268).
jpg.

Figure 11. A comparison of the
"Budapest 1961" lettering and the
Parliament image on a Vertel
advertising label (large image) and
on the silver 1 Ft Vertel
Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás stamp
(top left; MBK 1823, Sc. 1392).
The six red stars (added by the
author) in the label indicate where
in the Parliament image Vertel
sliced the building by inserting
vertical spaces. The two instances
of "Budapest 1961" are nearly
identical, but small differences
may be observed, e.g., the enclosed
space in the "P." I wonder why the
building displayed on the label is
not the Műcsarnok, the presumed
location of the "Exposition
Internationale" (because Budapest
itself is being promoted). The
languages are Hungarian, French,
Russian, English, and German. The
name "VERTEL," positioned
vertically on the lower right side, is
sharp.

Vertel composed another image of the Parliament for the 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás. Figure 11
shows an advertising or publicity label (a cinderella) designed by Vertel that includes the distinctive
"Budapest 1961" lettering from the 1 Ft silver and 1 Ft gold stamps as well as an image of the
Parliament. Vertel did not repeat the six vertical spaces on the label. The Parliament images and the
lettering on the silver 1 Ft Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás stamp (top image) and on the label (bottom
image) are compared in Figure 11 and its caption.
We are not quite finished with Vertel's Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás Parliament. It makes another
appearance, modified, as an ingredient in a stamp-on-stamp emission (11 May 1973) which
announces and celebrates two stamp exhibitions, one held in Munich, Germany, the other in Poznan,
Poland. The lowest denomination in this set of eight (plus a sheetlet), the 40 fillér, apparently
contains, as the inner stamp, one of the members of the 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás set, in
particular the 1 Ft gold (Figure 12). The name "Vertel József" can be seen at the bottom left of the
inner stamp, while the name of the designer of the outer (whole) stamp, Cziglényi Ádám, can be seen
(faintly) at the bottom right.
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Figure 12. In MBK, this stamp (issued in 1973) is 2880 and it depicts (so says MBK) MBK 1841, which is the 1 Ft
stamp in the gold 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás set. In Scott, the stamp is 2221 and it depicts (so says Scott) Sc.
1396, the 1 Ft stamp in the gold 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás set. Both are wrong.

I have the impression (although extensive research may prove me wrong) that stamp-on-stamp
designs reproduce a stamp as the illustration or topic/subject of another stamp.10 I am using the word
"reproduce" here in the following sense: a stamp contains a reproduction of another stamp if the
stamp-in-the-stamp replicates or is a facsimile of a stamp.11 So, is the Vertel stamp that is inside (or
on) the Cziglényi stamp a reproduction of the original Vertel stamp? (See Figure 12.) In MBK, the
main stamp is 2880 and the inner stamp, says MBK, is 1841, which is the 1 Ft stamp in the gold 1961
Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás set. Similarly, in Scott the main stamp is 2221 and Scott says that the
inner stamp is 1396, which is, again, the 1 Ft stamp in the gold 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás set.
Both MBK and Scott are wrong.12
The inner stamp certainly appears to be MBK 1841, Sc. 1396. After all, its colors, shades, and
textures are only slightly (and unavoidably) different from those of MBK 1841, Sc. 1396; the
denomination is the same; the lettering "Budapest 1961" is the same; all the inscriptions are the same,
including the stubborn "90 ÉVES A MAGYAR BÉLYEG" (which should now be "102 ÉVES," if the
span was worth updating); and the vertical decorations between the flag and the left third of the stamp
are the same. However, there is one major difference between the original MBK 1841, Sc. 1396 and
the stamp depicted on MBK 2880, Sc. 2221: the Parliament building has been redesigned (see Figure
13). Although it is still composed of seven clumps divided by six vertical spaces, the borders of each
piece are greatly sharper and, most significantly, a slew of windows has been added to the Parliament.
The implication is that the original stamp has not been reproduced on the later stamp-on-stamp issue,
which is therefore not a bona fide stamp-on-stamp emission; a "new and improved" 1961 gold 1 Ft
stamp has been displayed. Another implication is that the Parliament building can no longer be
perceived as the Crown of St. Stephen.
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Figure 13. [Top] The Parliament building
as it was drawn by Vertel on the original
MBK 1841, Sc. 1396 (photogravure).

Figure 13. [Bottom] The Parliament as it
was drawn (by whom?) on the stamp
depicted on MBK 2880, Sc. 2221, as if it
were MBK 1841, Sc. 1396 (lithograph).

Who made this major design change or had the power to bring it about? Vertel József
himself? Perhaps he was not pleased by his own earlier work. But Vertel did not design the 1973
stamp MBK 2880, Sc. 2221. Therefore, did Cziglényi Ádám orchestrate the change, with (or without)
consultation with or assistance from Vertel? Of course I am attracted to the hypothesis that under
orders from above, Vertel's 1961 Parliament, which slightly resembled the Crown of St. Stephen, had
to be "liquidated." To "new and improved," we might add "politically correct" or, at least, "no longer
politically incorrect."13
NOTES
1. It is an instructive exercise to study Hungarian stamps in the decade 1950–1960, searching for flags with and
without shields. Try, to start, MBK 1195, 1202, 1205, 1481, 1570, 1691, 1703, 1704, 1740, and 1751. You'll
need a glass for some of these unusual, imaginative flags.
2. The Szépművészeti is temporarily closed for renovations, into 2018 (http://www.szepmuveszeti.hu/main;
some of its contents are on view in the Hungarian National Gallery in Buda). I assume, based on the depiction
of the Műcsarnok on all eight Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás stamps, that the Műcsarnok was the location of the
exhibition. Consider, however, this special cancel for the 1961 Nemzetközi Bélyegkiállítás (dated X.2.,
smacked on a FDC for three Liszt stamps, MBK 1849–1851, Sc. 1413–1415). The cancel includes an image of
the Szépművészeti; note the eight columns in the center façade:

3. A list of Vertel's stamps (in Hungarian) can be found at http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertel_József. See also
Csaba Kohalmi, "József Vertel, Graphic Artist and Stamp Designer," The News of Hungarian Philately 38:4
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(October–December, 2007), pp. 19–20; and Martin Weise, Philatelica (MAFITT), 2014/2, Exhibit 61, p. 38.
4. Csaba Kohalmi, "The Decimal Point That Went Missing," The News of Hungarian Philately 46:1 (January–
March, 2015), pp. 5–6.
5. http://www.posta.hu/belyeg/belyegeink/archivum/2009/filaklub.
6. Maybe my request was not adequately expressed: "Kérjük mellékelni a 240 forint bélyegző a borítékon, hogy
az USA-ban."
7. A magyar bélyegek kézikönyve (Budapest: Gondalot, 1986), p. 385.
8. http://www.slaniastamps-heindorffhus.com/.
9. For another small image of the Parliament that is Crown-like, inspect Lengyel György's 1984 "Oszsz
Miniszteri Értekezlet" (MBK 3648, Sc. 2870).
10. We could also speak of these monstrosities as having a stamp-in-stamp design. Almost always, the stamp
serving as the illustration, and the stamp bearing that illustration, are not the same stamp. The deep blue 20¢
United States special delivery stamp E20 (issued in 1954) has a stamp-on-stamp design in which the stamp-inthe-stamp, or on it, is the same stamp. (Yes, in theory, an infinite series of the stamp is generated.) Another
variation: the stamp-on-stamp 1981 set MBK 3479–3486 (the stamps) depicts (the stamps) the 1967 set MBK
2367–2373. (Or Sc. 2705–2712 depicting 1828–1834.) In this case, the stamps are all Vertel-on-Vertel stamps,
with "VERTEL J." galore (and a boat/ship topic bonanza to boot). The figure shows one stamp in the stamp set,
the 1 FT, which displays the earlier 30f stamp (MBK 3479, Sc. 2705):

11. What if the stamp in (or on) the stamp has been deliberately mutilated? (Perhaps for political and
ideological purposes.) You know the stamps I have in mind: the 1951 "80 ÉVES A MAGYAR BÉLYEG" set
(MBK 1255–1260; Sc. 973, B207, B208, C95, CB13, CB14), which displays semireplicas of an 1871 stamp.
My view: the 1871 stamp has been mutilated in a way that prevents these stamps from being a genuine stamp 1-
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on-stamp issue. No real stamp, only an imaginary, fantasy, play, pretend stamp, is being depicted as stamp 1.
Fantasy baseball ain't baseball. Here's a project (a wonderful dissertation subject for a Ph.D. in Philately): how
many stamps categorized as stamp-on-stamp designs accurately reproduce the honored, center of attention,
stamp?
12. If Scott was wrong to identify the inner stamp as its own Sc. 1396, that's likely because Scott relied on
information about Sc. 2221 from the Hungarian Post's "new issue" publicity material. But why would MBK get
it wrong? Did it rely on the same publicity? Or was MBK aware of the difference and chose to ignore it? Then
it's a case of "Liar, liar, pants on fire," a deception by omission. Who, exactly, is the crook? – while we are
concerned about defrauding the post with underfrankings. By the way, we have no evidence (yet) that the eBay
dealer in Csömör who used the 1,70 Ft stamps as if they were denominated 170 Ft did not get help from a
colluding postal worker: a friend, cousin, or "fellow traveler" in the underground, secret organization that is
fighting postal fees inflation, who darn well knew what the story was. (Let's hope that this postal worker cousin
is not really a counterespionage agent.) In his article, Csaba suggested that postal workers are franking-gullible
in virtue of their ignorance of ancient Forint-fillér stamps.
13. Many thanks, once again, to Csaba Kohalmi.


2015 NEW ISSUES
Zita Szeleczky Was Born 100 Years Ago
Date of issue: 10 April 2015
Face value: HUF 150 (On the date of issue, the HUF 150
stamp pays the postage of a domestic non-priority other 50 g
letter.)
Number of copies: 60,000
Perforated size of the stamps within the miniature sheet:
40 x 30 mm
Imperforate external size of the miniature sheet:
100 x 85 mm
Printing method: offset
Printed by: ANY Security Printing Company
Designed by: Orsolya Kara
Zita Szeleczky appeared in sixty plays during her career in Hungary up to 1944 and fifteen
productions after she emigrated. She also played the leading lady in twenty-six Hungarian films and
in one Italian-Hungarian co-production. In 1937, she graduated from the Academy of Dramatic Arts.
She obtained a scholarship at the National Theatre and then became a member of the company from
1936 to 1941. In 1939, Szeleczky was awarded the Farkas–Ratkó Prize. In 1942-43, she contracted
with Budapest’s Metropolitan Operetta Theatre, where she premièred in Jenő Huszka’s Lieutenant
Mary with János Sárdy as her partner. In early 1944, she performed as a guest actress in the Madách
Theatre before rejoining the National Theatre in the autumn of the same year. In 1945, she left
Hungary. Szeleczky was tried in absentia by the People’s Court for her activities during the War,
which included giving a recital of a Petőfi poem Föl a szent háborúra! (Rise to the Holy War!) in
November 1944 at a “Hungarist” evening, a call to arms encouraging resistance to the Russian attack,
that was broadcast on the radio. She lived in Austria and Italy before moving to Argentina in 1948. In
1951, she founded the Argentinian Hungarian National Theatre, which focused on lighter plays but
also performed serious Hungarian dramas such as Bánk bán and The Tragedy of Man. Between 1949
and 1974, she visited South America, the United States of America, Canada and Australia on
numerous occasions, telling her audience of the beautiful landscapes and her precious memories of
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her marvellous homeland. In 1962, she moved to the United States of America, where she very soon
came into contact with the Transylvanian writer Albert Wass. Their correspondence reveals the close
cooperation that developed between them in promoting the universal Hungarian cause thereafter. She
also released a number of records, and her activities as a performing artist in emigration broadened
into a cultural mission. In 1993, the Hungarian Supreme Court cleared her of the trumped-up charges
levelled at her in 1947 and fully exonerated her. She moved back to Hungary in the autumn of 1998.
Her tremendous career made her one of the greatest Hungarian actresses but, as most of her work was
done to protect Hungarians abroad, in Hungary she did not win the wide recognition she deserved.
(Source: szineszkonyvtar.hu, manuscript of Zoltán Jávor)
The First M62 Locomotive Entered Service in Hungary 50 Years Ago
Date of issue: 16 April 2015
Face value: HUF 420 (On the date of issue, the HUF 420
stamp pays the postage of a domestic priority standard
registered letter.)
Number of copies: 200,000
Perforated size: 40 x 30 mm
Printing method: offset
Printed by ANY Security Printing Company
Photograph by the Hungarian Museum of Science,
Technology and Transport
Designed by Zsolt Vidák
More locomotives in the MÁV M62 series were delivered to the Hungarian State Railways than any
other type of main line, Co’Co’ wheel arrangement, diesel-electric locomotive. The M62 was ordered
by the Hungarian State Railways from and developed by the Diesel Locomotive Factory in
Voroshilovgrad (today Luhansk, Ukraine). This type later entered service in the Soviet Union and
other former communist countries (Mongolia, Cuba and Poland). Although the M62 was intended to
haul freight trains, from the start it was also enlisted to pull heavy passenger trains. The locomotives
played a major role in transporting tourists to the two shores of Lake Balaton at the height of the
holiday season, at first on both the Kanizsa and the Tapolca lines and later on the line along the
northern shore only. (Source: hu.wikipedia.org)
The First Scheduled Bus Service (Budapest, 1915)
Date of issue: 16 April 2015
Face value: HUF 475 (On the date
of issue, the HUF 475 stamp pays
the postage of a domestic priority
other 50 g registered letter.)
Number of copies: 200,000
Perforated size: 50 x 26 mm
Printing method: offset
Printed by: ANY Security Printing
Company
Photograph by: the Hungarian
Museum of Science, Technology
and Transport
Designed by: András Andor
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At 7 am on 1 March 1915, a double-decker, battery-powered Austro-Daimler bus and a single-decker,
petrol-powered vehicle made in the Kistarcsa Works entered service, thus launching the first
scheduled bus service in Budapest. The first passengers boarded the bus behind the Kunsthalle on
Heroes Square and were taken along Andrássy Avenue to today’s Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Street (then
named after Emperor Wilhelm). The buses departed every quarter of an hour and, as there were no
bus stops yet, anyone could wave to stop them anywhere. The next day’s newspaper reported: “The
tasteful and comfortable vehicle had few passengers on the first trip, and the conductors had to invite
the public with friendly encouragement. Only later, when it transpired that anyone could travel on the
automobile for 14 fillers, did business become brisker and passengers crowded the vehicle’s velvetcovered seats just as they did its top-deck benches. They were gratified to discover that the new
convenience moved smoothly and speedily on the road.” By the summer of 1915 another two vehicles
had arrived in the capital city. The new buses, whose chassis was made by MARTA and body in the
Weitzer factory, were manufactured in Arad. The new double-deckers entered service on 20 August
(on 10 August according to some sources). The capital city ordered more new buses, opened new
routes and traffic steadily increased. The World War, however, which had been waged since the
summer of 1914, began to make greater and greater demands on those living far from the action. It
became increasingly hard to purchase solid rubber tires and to obtain fuel. Eventually, on 10 April
1917, the bus service had to be discontinued and was only relaunched on 24 September 1921.
(Source: bkv.hu: Bus service in Budapest is 100 years old, special issue of “A MOZGÁSBAN”
magazine)
Edith Piaf Was Born 100 Years Ago

Date of issue: 8 May
2015
Face value: HUF 325
(On the date of issue, the
HUF 325 stamp pays the
postage of a priority
postcard or standard
letter to Europe.)
Number of copies:
50,000 miniature sheets
Perforated size: 30 x 40
mm
Imperforate size of the miniature sheet: 154 x 74 mm
Printing method: offset
Printed by: Pénzjegynyomda Zrt.
Photograph by: © Maurice Seymour/Cultiris/Lebrecht Music & Arts
Designed by: Glória Hefelle
Edith Piaf, born Edith Giovanna Gassion, (1915–1963) was brought up by her father, who was a
street acrobat performer. As she had a weak build, she sang instead of doing acrobatics to earn money
with her father. Her talent was recognised while singing on the street. Louis Leplée, the owner and
director of the nightclub Le Gerny, launched her career. He gave her the stage name Piaf, which
means sparrow in French slang. She first sang on stage in 1935. In 1936, Leplée was murdered and
the ensuing scandal could have caused her to return to the streets had not the poet Raymond Asso
taken her under his wing. He taught her for three years, wrote chansons for her and managed to
arrange her first performance in a revue theatre. In 1940, Piaf met Jean Cocteau, who wrote a play, Le
Bel Indifférent, for her. During the German occupation of Paris, she sang regularly for the troops, and
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organised a gala evening to help the children of prisoners of war. Piaf also helped her Jewish
colleagues who lost their jobs or were threatened by deportation. She first appeared on stage in New
York in 1947. This was when she met the love of her life, the world boxing champion Marcel Cerdan,
who died two years later in a plane crash. As a result, Piaf became an alcoholic, which she remained
until the end of her life. In 1952, she married the singer Jacques Pills. Their honeymoon was a giant
tour of the United States. They got divorced four years later. By the mid-1950s, Piaf's health had
deteriorated but she paid no heed to her doctors’ warnings and repeatedly appeared on stage. On some
occasions she collapsed during her performance. She was diagnosed with incurable cancer and in
August 1963, she withdrew to her villa in Plascassier, where she spent the last months of her life
under constant care and died on 10 October. She was laid to rest in the Père-Lachaise cemetery in
Paris. (Source: wikipedia.hu)
Frank Sinatra Was Born 100 Years Ago
Date of issue: 8 May 2015
Face value: HUF 200 (On the date
of issue, the HUF 200 stamp pays
the postage of a domestic priority
other up to 50 g letter.)
Number of copies: 50,000
miniature sheets
Perforated size: 35 x 35 mm
Imperforate size of the miniature
sheet: 100 x 100 mm
Printing method: offset
Printed by: Pénzjegynyomda Zrt.
Designed: by Ágnes Berta
Francis Albert Sinatra (1915–
1998) was the only child of Italian
immigrants. He left school to start
singing when he was 16 years old.
He won a talent show with the
Hoboken Four, but left the group
seeking an independent career and
began working as a singing waiter
in a small restaurant. His real
career started with Harry James and Tommy Dorsey in the late-1930s. He became a successful solo
singer in the early to mid-1940s. In the 1950s, his appeal waned but his career gained new momentum
in 1954, when he won the Oscar for the best supporting actor for his performance in From Here to
Eternity. He signed a contract with Capitol Records, where he recorded a series of highly successful
albums. In 1960, he founded his own label, Reprise Records. In the 1960s, he received 6 Grammy
Awards for two of his albums and produced his greatest hits. By the end of the 1960s, his popularity
was again declining, so he gave a farewell concert on 14 June 1971, but made a comeback with a new
album just two years later. Sinatra spent most of the 1970s and 1980s giving concerts, but also
produced a few albums. In 1994, he received a Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award. He last
appeared in public at the end of 1995. Throughout his life he struggled with mood swings and bouts
of depression due to maniac depression. He released over 70 LPs and almost 300 singles during his
life, and he appeared in several compilation albums after his death. (Source: wikipedia.hu)
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Women’s Basketball European Championship
Date of issue: 4 June 2015
Face value: HUF 390 (On the date of issue, the HUF 390 stamp pays the
postage of a domestic non-priority standard registered letter up to 30 g.)
Number of copies: 180,000
Perforated size: 30 x 40 mm
Printing method: offset
Printed by: ANY Security Printing Company
Designed by: Zsolt Kecseti
Hungary and Romania jointly hosted the 35th European Women’s
Basketball Championship between 11 and 28 June 2015. The matches
were played in five Hungarian and three Romanian cities. Twenty teams
including the Hungarian national side play in the European Championship. The winning team goes to
the 2016 Olympic Games and the teams in the next four places will compete in the Olympic
qualifying tournament. Hungary vies with the defending champions Spain as well as Slovakia,
Lithuania and Sweden in the MKB Arena in Sopron for a place in the semifinals. (Source:
hu.wikipedia.org)
Miksa Róth Was Born 150 Years Ago
Date of issue: 4 June 2015
Face value: HUF 1,000 (On the date of issue,
the HUF 1,000 stamp can be used as an
additional denomination.)
Number of copies: 60,000
Perforated size: 30 x 36.92 mm
Imperforated size: 90 x 65 mm
Printing method: offset
Printed by: ANY Security Printing Company
Photograph by: Tibor Fényi
Designed by: György Kara
Miksa Róth (1865–1944) is the best known
and most highly acclaimed Hungarian glass
stainer and mosaic artist who ever lived. Among the buildings adorned by Róth’s stained-glass
windows are the Gothic church of Mariasdorf in Burgenland, the Hungarian Parliament, the buildings
of today’s Ministries of Finance and Interior, and the Central Bank of Hungary as well as the
Vajdahunyad Castle, which was rebuilt in 1903, and the former royal retreat, which was converted
into the Chapel of Ják. Of his mosaics, those which can still be seen today include the capital’s largest
public mosaic, Patrona Hungariae on the facade of the former Turkish Bank House on Szervita
Square in Budapest; the mosaic symbolising the foundation of Pannonhalma Abbey on the facade of
the church there; and the light modern mosaic decoration of the dome hall of the Széchenyi Baths
executed in conjunction with Zsigmond Vajda. Róth was awarded the title of Knight of the Order of
Franz Joseph for the successful introduction of the art of mosaic-making in Hungary. The stamp
block shows the prize-winning Pax mosaic, which was first exhibited at the Paris World Exposition,
and afterwards was housed in Miksa Róth’s library until his death. Today it is on display in the Miksa
Róth Memorial House, which was converted from the artist’s former abode. (Source: Tibor Fényi’s
manuscript – Miksa Róth Memorial House)
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The Sports Club Újpest TE is 130 Years Old
Date of issue: 19 June 2015
Face value: HUF 400 (On the date of issue, the HUF 400 stamp can be
used as an additional denomination.)
Number of copies: 200,000
Perforated size: 30 x 40 mm
Printing method: offset
Printed by: ANY Security Printing Company
Designed by: Ervin Widerkomm
The full Hungarian name of the sports club Újpest TE is Újpesti Torna
Egylet and this is the third oldest surviving sports club in Hungary. The
club was founded by local residents of Újpest when it was still a village of
700 souls just outside Budapest. On 16 June 1885, twenty enthusiastic young people announced the
formation of Újpest TE in a classroom of the school on the village’s marketplace. Before long, the
club boasted 78 members. The membership adopted the motto Fitness, Strength and Unity as well as
what would later come to indicate and symbolise continuity, the club colours of violet and white. On
31 March 1950, the Interior Ministry Sports Club merged with UTE to form Dózsa SE, which
changed its name to Újpest Dózsa SC in 1957. Thanks to the efficiency of the endeavours of the
excellent managers and coaches, more and more sections for different age groups in each discipline
were created. Technical facilities and financial options were outstanding during the period the Interior
Ministry was associated with the club. Újpest played a leading role in Hungarian sport until the
1990s. In 1991, the club reverted to its old name UTE. (Source: ute1885.hu, wikipedia.org)
88th Stamp Day
Date of issue: 26 June 2015
Total face value: HUF 860+300
Number of copies issued:
250,000 sets, 30,000 blocks (On
the date of issue, the HUF 115
and HUF 145 stamps pay the
postage of a domestic nonpriority and priority standard
letter, and the HUF 600 block
can be used as an additional
denomination.)
Imperforate size of the stamp
block: 90 x 70 mm,
Perforated size of the stamps:
30 x 40 mm
Printed by: Pénzjegynyomda
Zrt.
Photographs by: József Hajdú
Designed by: Barnabás Baticza
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This year, the largest festival for stamp
collectors, Stamp Day, is being held between 26
and 28 June 2015 in Tata. Tata (in Latin Dotis
and in German Totis) lies on the river Által in
northern Transdanubia, where the flat Kisalföld
and the Transdanubian Mountain Range meet at
the north-western entrance to the Tata valley
separating the Gerecse and Vértes mountain
ranges. The city of Tata has been inhabited since
ancient times, which the archaeological finds
suggesting the presence of pre-historic man here
support. The favourable conditions and thermal
springs in the locality have attracted man to this spot for thousands of years. Under the kings of the
house of Árpád, there was a royal estate here. Written records from the 9th century show that this was
the site of a Benedictine Abbey. The name Tata first appeared in a written source in 1221. (Source:
tata.hu, wikipedia.org) A detail of Tata’s Old Lake is depicted together with Tata Castle on the
numbered stamp block. In the foreground of the block’s stamp design is a statue of Saint John the
Baptist, and in the background the building hosting the Stamp Day event, the Eötvös József High
School, is visible. The denominations of the set of stamps show the Bell Tower (HUF 115) and Tata
Castle (HUF 145).


COUNTERFEIT CORNER: INVERTED KÖZTÁRSASÁG OVERPRINTS
by Robert Lauer
In a large collection that I purchased on
ebay relatively soon after I started
collecting Hungarian stamps, I found 7
coloured numeral Harvesters with
inverted “KӦZTÁRSASÁG” overprints:
the 2f, 3f, 4f, 5f, 10f, 20f and 40f (Scott
153-56, 158-59, 162; MBK 248-51, 25355). Both the Stanley Gibbons and the
Scott catalogues indicate that the
Harvester and Károly-Zita values of this
first issue of the new republic do indeed
exist with inverted overprints. MBK
confirmed that inverted overprints on these values do exist, and with catalogue values significantly
greater than the normal values of the issue (the 10f around $14), but also that counterfeits exist as
well. All of which encouraged me to take a skeptical view of these new acquisitions.
The 7 stamps are illustrated in Figure 1 above (the 3 on the bottom row are upside-down to facilitate
comparison), along with a genuine copy of the overprint on a 10f Károly (Scott 168; MBK 264).
First clue, under a x10 loop, the overprints were clearly applied overtop of the cancellations on the
used values, which got me looking for other distinguishing characteristics. The genuine overprint is
17mm x 3mm; the forged ones slightly smaller. The letters are not as crisp on the forgeries –
especially the “K”, the accent over the “O” and the angles on the bottom right of the “G”, which are
rounded on the counterfeits, but are square and sharp on the genuine overprint. The genuine
overprints were printed by typography, meaning that the overprint shows through as raised letters on
the back of the stamp; not so on the counterfeits. Caveat emptor.
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WANTED:
Any and all material related to the Hungarian Gendarmerie (Csendõrség) such as mailing labels ,
picture postcard depicting gendarme or their garrison buildings (laktanyák), covers, cancellations,
documents, photos and any material addressed to or from a gendarmer. Call or write:
Zoltan Korossy
11227 Woodson Ave,
Kensington, Maryland 20895
Tel # 301-946-2414
Email address: zoltankorossyog@gmail.com

WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the
same. You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time.
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first 11
books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders. Orders
and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092
tel: (770) 840-8766
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

1940 ÁRVÍZ - BLOKK

Sixty Years ago on May 6, 1940, the Hungarian Post Office issued this 20
fillér souvenir sheet with a 1 Pengő premium for the aid of the victims of
flooding in April 1940.

